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Foreword

As I read this book, I became very emotional. I had to go back about 28 years 
ago when my wife and I sat in a doctor’s office and listened to a neurologist 
list in grim detail how our beautiful three-year-old son Ryan would spend 
his next 20 years. The doctor told us there was nothing that they could do at 
that time. He suggested that we do everything we could to keep Ryan active 
in order to maintain the strength he had as long as possible. And hopefully 
in the next 20 years they might find a cure for muscular dystrophy. The 
prognosis changed our lives forever. It was a very painful time for all of us.

As I continued to read about all of the patients who have been treated 
by Dr. Riordan, I realized that we all had one thing in common: traditional 
medicine had given up on us. There was nothing that could be done. Our 
own government, founded on the premise of life, liberty, and the pursuit of 
happiness, had evolved into overreaching bureaucracy that would attempt to 
prevent us from seeking lifesaving alternative treatments. 

But once again, we all had something else in common. We found a man 
who was willing to do everything in his power to offer us options and give us 
hope for the future of our loved ones. Dr. Riordan has truly dedicated himself 
to his profession as a medical pioneer. He has sacrificed everything he has 
to give those who have been told there are no options a fighting chance and 
real hope for the future. 
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Dr. Riordan has never wavered in the face of scrutiny. It takes true courage 
to stand up to the often judgmental “traditional” medical community—those 
who act offended when you suggest that there might be a different way.

Fortunately for all of us, Dr. Riordan had the foresight to look beyond 
the walls of traditional medicine and fight the fight for us. I encourage you 
to read this book, and not just the chapters related to your condition. As a 
whole, the book lays out Dr. Riordan’s courageous and successful journey 
through his stories and the stories of his patients.

Thank you, Dr. Riordan, for all that you have done for us and our families. 
You truly are a hero!

George Benton, Ryan’s father
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Introduction

BY ARNOLD CAPLAN, PHD

Neil Riordan, PhD, PA is a pioneer of the highest order, in some ways like 
John Glenn or Neil Armstrong. Neil has ventured where the routes were 
uncharted and the dangers huge. His rocket of cell therapy was launched 
on a rickety platform filled with hopes and dreams, and powered by an 
engine of money. This pioneer has hacked his way through the jungle of 
naysayers and has produced miracles of enormous proportions. He has 
taken our scientific dreams and translated them into a high-caliber medical 
facility that does good by offering exposure to cell therapy treatments that 
we working scientists only dream about. 

Although there are those in my professional realm who would say that 
Neil is a medical “cowboy” who “experiments” with human subjects, I would 
say that he is providing access to therapies that are no more experimental 
than one sees every single day in the surgical suites of major medical 
centers. In such situations, the surgeon is “forced” to improvise because of 
the complexity of the wound field. Such improvisation sometimes involves 
using materials that are not approved but that the surgeon “feels” will work 
well in the situation he faces. For example, human decellularized skin from 
dead people was approved for topical applications for ulcerated wounds in 
diabetic patients. But these “membranes” are fabulous for closing abdominal 
surgical wounds in hernia repair operations and have changed the way such 
closures are done. This surgical improvision, originally performed by a 
“cowboy” surgeon, is now the standard of care. We move forward in medicine 
by the skill and insightful work of pioneers—some with IRB approval and 
some not. Riordan’s procedures with MSCs currently have IRB approvals.
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In a sense of transparency, let me say that I have accepted honoraria 
from Neil Riordan and gifts of hotel rooms, meals, and, indeed, infusions 
of MSCs. These all have monetary value, but none influences my opinion. 
The monetary success of Neil’s enterprises evoke jealousy in some 
entrepreneurs, but Neil’s continual reinvestment of money into his next 
medically successful enterprise displays his true motives—the advancement 
of a medically necessary science despite great obstacles. The key to his 
success is in the enormously high quality of his facilities; the people, doctors, 
nurses, receptionist, PR team, etc. are all highly principled and care about 
the patients they serve. These people care about what they do because Neil 
recruits them for their skills and attitude. He does not discuss this in this 
book, but they are present on every page. He talks about Dr. Paz, but he does 
not tell you of his long medical experience and his reputation in the United 
States and in Panama for caring and experienced medical judgements. In all 
of Neil’s clinics, quality control labs, hotels for patients, and restaurants where 
they eat, the staff behind the scenes are dedicated to providing the highest 
quality medical care possible. Some clinics and hospitals in the United States 
could take lessons from the Riordan gang. That said, the cell-based therapies 
Neil’s clinics provide have not all been approved and tested by double-blind, 
placebo control and rigorously monitored clinical trials, although such trials 
are currently underway. But, like innovative surgeons, these open-label uses 
have proven effective, as hopefully we will see in published peer-reviewed 
reports of his studies.

Each chapter of this book recounts the personal stories of how Neil’s 
unwavering confidence that cell-based therapies with MSC preparations 
from fat, marrow, or umbilical cords can make a medical difference. Neil 
made medical tourism work, and what he has done is highly laudable, not 
only because of the patients he has helped, but because of the laws that have 
been written to support cell-based therapies in Panama. This book is not 
what I pleaded with Neil to write, however. I have, for many years, begged 
him to give us outcome reports of his many patients: what they have as 
clinical problems, what they walk in with, and the longitudinal outcomes 
after the cell infusions. Hopefully these will be forthcoming, but they are not 
in this book. What is here in these pages is, none-the-less, amazing. 
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I first learned about Neil’s clinic in Costa Rica and thought his procedures 
and therapies were brilliant. And these were crude compared to those 
currently underway in Panama. The Panama GMP-production facilities, 
his offices and treatment rooms, and the products including MSCs from 
umbilical tissue are of the highest quality. These are the vehicles and the 
platform that allow him to write this treatise of the therapies they provide. 
It is a shame that we have to fly to Panama to have access to these therapies 
instead of having them available in the United States. How long will it take 
for such therapies to be available to the patients covered by Medicaid or 
Medicare instead of those from Beverly Hills or Long Island who can afford 
to travel to Panama?

Almost daily I receive emails from people who want access to “stem cell” 
treatments. I tell them that I am just a PhD researcher and cannot suggest 
an avenue of treatment for medical issues. If you have this book in hand, 
read the chapters. They are honest, open, and spellbinding. While Neil is 
not a medical doctor, his clinical experience as a physician assistant along 
with his research background have prepared him for the serious medical 
issues for which Neil has organized cell therapy treatments, often with quite 
significant outcomes. Neil is certainly a student of the medical arts and an 
expert using innovative treatments. I have talked to patients of Neil’s clinics 
and their family members about their treatments; the stories told in this book 
are just the tip of the iceberg. This is an interesting book and an interesting 
and gutsy journey of Neil Riordan. His physician father would be proud to 
recognize Neil’s passion and medical achievements.

Arnold I. Caplan, PhD
Skeletal Research Center
Department of Biology
Case Western Reserve University
10600 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44106

January 15, 2017
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Chapter Eight

HEART FAILURE 
TURNAROUNDS—
A NEW APPROACH

Daniel Wills, like most people, didn’t think much about his heart. Th ere was 
no history of heart disease in his family. At the age of 45, Daniel was still an 
athlete, running daily as he had when he was a cross country star in high 
school. He had no trouble keeping up with the younger jet mechanics at the 
hangar where he worked at O’Hare International Airport outside Chicago.

One crisp fall day in 2005 Daniel went on a short jog, but when he got 
home it seemed as though he couldn’t recover. He felt nauseous and “kind 
of blah” instead of experiencing the usual endorphin high. “I didn’t suspect 
anything,” Daniel remembered. “I thought, ‘Oh, it’s one of those days when 
it’s just not there.’ I didn’t tell anyone.” Th at night he went to bed sweating 
and feeling queasy, but the next morning when he woke up refreshed, Daniel 
brushed the whole episode aside.

Th ree weeks later when the same symptoms recurred, Daniel could not 
deny that his body was sending him some powerful signals. He called his 
doctor who told him to get checked out by a cardiologist. He was diagnosed 
with congestive heart failure, a fatal condition in which the heart pumps less 
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blood than the body needs to survive. Th e failing heart still pumps, but as 
the heart’s blood fl ow slows down, the blood returning through the veins 
backs up, causing congestion in the tissues. People with congestive heart 
failure get short of breath and tire rapidly when they exert themselves.

“If you don’t get this valve repaired, you could die within six months,” 
Daniel’s cardiologist said.

He sat there for a few minutes trying to absorb this new reality. A 
diagnosis of congestive heart failure would be a shock to anyone, but it’s a 
rare diagnosis for someone so young and healthy. Th e long-term prognosis 
for him was shocking too—his doctor told him that people diagnosed with 
this form of heart failure have a life expectancy of only seven to eight years. 
“I could feel my face fl ushing. I was overwhelmed like I’d never felt before.”

When he left  the cardiologist’s offi  ce to start back to work, Daniel had to 
pull over and rest a minute in the Walmart parking lot. “It was likely that I 
wouldn’t die tomorrow, but I knew I wouldn’t live to see eighty,” Daniel said. 
“I had a thirteen-year-old daughter and an eighteen-year-old son." His new 
reality weighed heavy on him. 

Daniel scheduled the surgery for three weeks from the date of his 
diagnosis. Th e heart valve repair was successful, but his recovery was very 
slow. A neighbor friend came over every day to take Daniel out for a walk, 
but the walks were labored. “Th is thing changed my life.” He altered his diet 
to mostly vegetables and very lean meats and stopped drinking beer, but 
despite all these changes he couldn’t build his abilities back up to where he 
was before.

“I couldn’t sustain exercise at fi rst,” Daniel said. “But some months aft er 
the operation I found I could bike, although not as far as I wanted to go.” 

Despite his rigorous discipline, the repair of his heart valve hadn’t made 
much of a change in Daniel’s condition. Doctors gauge the health of the 
heart by watching the readings of the heart’s left  ventricle ejection fraction, 
a measurement of the volume of blood pumped out of the left  ventricles, or 
heart chamber, during a heartbeat. In a normal, healthy heart, the ejection 
fraction ranges between 50 and 70. At the time of Daniel’s diagnosis, his 
ejection fraction was 30, half the healthy amount. Th ree years aft er the 
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operation, his ejection fraction numbers continued to decline. He dropped 
from 28 to 26. Sleep was increasingly diffi  cult for him, as it is for many 
congestive heart failure patients, because when they lie down fl uid collects 
in the lungs and causes shortness of breath. 

Th e fact that he’d been so healthy all his life before the heart condition 
actually worked against him getting a heart transplant, the next step in his 
treatment. Heart patients qualify for a heart transplant when their ejection 
fraction hits 30, but Daniel was still active when his fell to 20, so the doctors 
hadn’t yet put him on the transplant list. 

“I asked my doctor where we were at. How could we change this? He 
said, 'All we can do is manage your condition until you qualify for a heart 
transplant,'” Daniel recalled. Many people die waiting for a heart transplant.

Daniel’s marriage collapsed, and he became depressed and started 
seeing a psychiatrist. In fact, the whole Wills family was in despair about 
Daniel, who they thought might die at any time. In 2008, Daniel’s mom went 
online searching for something—anything—that might off er Daniel another 
chance. What she found was that prestigious medical institutions such as the 
MD Anderson Center in Texas and Cedars-Sinai in Los Angeles were having 
success treating congestive heart failure—a disease that stubbornly defi ed all 
pharmaceutical and surgical attempts at a cure—with stem cells.

23

My staff  and I started treating congestive heart failure shortly aft er I 
opened my clinic in Costa Rica in 2006. Our fi rst patient was a physician 
from Texas whom I’ll call Dr. Bill. He was a man like Daniel—in his early 
50s and slowly dying of congestive heart failure—one for whom doctors held 
little hope of long-term survival. Congestive heart failure has many causes, 
but in Dr. Bill’s case, his genes were the root of his trouble. His mother had 
died of heart failure at the age of 24, and other family members had also 
succumbed. 

When he fi rst contacted our clinic, Dr. Bill hadn’t been able to practice 
medicine for some time. His ejection fraction was 30, and he was on the 
heart transplant list, but it was a procedure he wanted to avoid because he 
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knew it was no guarantee of a cure. A heart transplant is extremely painful, 
invasive, and dangerous, and would have cost him at minimum a quarter 
of a million dollars—that is, if a suitable heart could be found. Hearts are 
transplanted from people who are brain dead but still on life support, and 
they have to match the tissue type of the recipient to reduce the potential 
of the body rejecting the new heart. It’s a highly selective process. Aft er the 
transplant, he would endure a lifetime of immunosuppressant medications 
to prevent him from rejecting the foreign heart. Taking drugs to suppress the 
immune system increases the risk of opportunistic infections that, because 
of the medication, the body would be too weak to fi ght off . 

He called our clinic a number of times asking to be treated with stem cells. 
We hadn’t treated a heart failure patient up until that time, so we declined 
his request a few times. He believed, however, that stem cells could heal his 
heart. He was persistent. When he fi nally got through to me, he told me, “I 
am going to die waiting for a heart. I will never get a new heart due to my 
age. Please treat me. I don’t care if I die trying—I am going to die anyway.”

At fi rst we were skeptical about using stem cells to repair the heart. 
Th ere was some research on this. In 2003, scientists published papers that 
described how adult stem cells circulating in blood can be used to repair 
hearts, and that it is not necessary to take the stem cells from bone marrow.1 
In 2004, they found that stem cells use diff erent methods to morph into 
the two kinds of cells needed to restore heart function. In animal studies, 
research showed that to make new heart muscle cells, the human stem 
cells fuse onto cardiac cells to produce new muscle cells called myocytes.2 
But to form new blood vessel cells the stem cells diff erentiate, or mature, 
by themselves to provide new endothelial cells that patch vessel damage. 
Th ere was a study in Germany that showed that, when injected into mice 
that had had heart attacks, umbilical cord blood stem cells were drawn to 
the damaged areas where they stimulated the growth of new blood vessels.3 
Other studies conducted in Germany and the Netherlands showed how 
stem cells could transform into cardiomyocytes (heart muscle cells), but 
there hadn’t been a reported case of a human patient being treated for heart 
failure with stem cells. Still, Dr. Bill’s situation was desperate and, based on 
our experience treating other diseases with stem cells, we knew with a high 
degree of certainty that our treatment would do him no harm.
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passed in Panama a few years earlier. Th e law, which was passed in 2004, 
simply banned the use of embryonic stem cells, and allowed physicians to 
treat patients with adult stem cells, including umbilical cord stem cells, as 
long as the patient gave informed consent. Shortly thereaft er, I took another 
trip to Panama and we started planning to set up operations there. We met 
with the Director of the City of Knowledge. Ultimately, we set up a small lab 
there and began operations in 2007. Georgie and Rodolfo are partners in our 
operation there. Georgie is the medical director of the clinic and Rodolfo is 
the laboratory director.

While visiting Panama, Dr. Bill and I made the obligatory visit to 
the Panama Canal, just a short drive from downtown Panama City. Th e 
Mirafl ores Visitor Center and museum stands at the side of one of the locks 
on the Pacifi c side of the canal and is a good place to observe the ships as 
they make the passage between two oceans. Th e observation deck is on the 
top of the building on the third fl oor. Excited to see the ships, we climbed 
the fl ights of stairs to the observation deck. As soon as we got to the top, 
Dr. Bill paused and put his hand on my shoulder as we gazed at the huge 
containership in the lock.

 “Th is is incredible,” he said.

“Yes, this canal is an amazing feat of engineering, and this is a great view 
of the ships,” I replied.

 “No, not that—I’m not short of breath!” 

Th at was twelve days aft er his fi rst treatment.

Dr. Bill went back to Texas and had an echocardiogram four months aft er 
his treatment. His ejection fraction had gone from 30 to 52. His cardiologist 
didn’t quite believe it. An improvement like that never happens in heart 
failure patients. A month later, his doctor repeated the test and found his 
ejection fraction had gone up to 55. Dr. Bill has since returned to work and 
enjoys a relatively normal life as of this writing.

As far as we can tell, when we treated Dr. Bill it was the fi rst time congestive 
heart failure had been dramatically improved using umbilical cord cells 
in a human. By the time Daniel’s mother was searching the Internet for a 
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solution three years later, she found information on the clinical trials and 
experiments on animals. At MD Anderson, Dr. Edward Yeh’s experiments 
on heart attack-induced mice showed again that the CD34+ cells survived in 
the left  chamber of the heart for twelve months.33 While they lingered there 
promoting new blood vessel formation, ejection fraction increased from 37 
to 50 aft er the treatment. In another MD Anderson research project led by 
Dr. Yeh, he and his team discovered a “sticky” protein that helped adult stem 
cells fuse with heart muscle cells to grow new cells that would repair the 
damaged organ.34

But while these researchers are still conducting their investigations, we 
have since treated 26 more people with congestive heart failure. All but two 
of them have had positive responses. One of those successes is Daniel.

23

Daniel’s mom had found many clinical trials underway researching 
the effi  cacy of this exciting new treatment, but Daniel wasn’t interested in 
participating in a clinical trial, even if he qualifi ed. In a clinical trial, half 
the patients are treated and half get a placebo, or false treatment, so that 
scientists can compare the diff erence between treated patients and those 
who are not treated. Without any kind of treatment, Daniel was sure he 
wouldn’t last many more years. He didn’t want to risk being in the placebo 
group. Instead, he and his mom found our clinic.

Aft er we accepted Daniel as a patient, he took money out of his 
retirement fund to fi nance his trip to the clinic. Th en he called his family 
to tell them what he was going to do. Although his brother was skeptical, 
ten days aft er Daniel’s announcement, Bryan and his wife decided that they 
would accompany Daniel when he came to get his treatment. His parents 
decided to come along too.

At the clinic, our understanding of stem cells and how they help the heart 
repair had grown dramatically since our fi rst case with Dr. Bill. Research 
performed on hamsters in the United States by Dr. Te-Chung Lee changed 
the way we looked at treating heart disease. Dr. Lee did an interesting 
study on hamsters that had heart failure.35 He had noticed that although 
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a very small percentage (one to two percent) of cells injected into the vein 
of animals were actually found in the heart, CHF symptoms improved. He 
designed what I consider a groundbreaking experiment to discover what 
was happening. For the experiment he used a hamster model of heart failure, 
which is considered by many to be clinically identical to human heart failure. 
His team injected one set of animals with MSCs into the hamstring muscle; 
they had previously demonstrated that cells injected there would stay there 
and not travel to other parts of the body, including the heart. 

Additionally, they collected the growth medium that the cells were 
grown in (typically called the supernatant) and injected it into the hamsters’ 
hamstrings. Th e liquid in which they were culturing the cells was rich in 
trophic factors—the chemicals in the bloodstream that encourage healthy 
cell growth. When either the cells or the culture medium was injected into 
the hamstrings, the hearts of the hamsters got better. So it wasn’t that the 
cells necessarily needed to become heart cells, or that they even had to be 
injected intravenously—the cell-secreted trophic factors, whether from 
implanted cells or from the injections of only the trophic factors, would 
migrate to where they were needed and stimulate repair of the heart. Th e 
treated animals had improved heart function, decreased heart cell death, 
decreased damaged tissue, and an increased number of repairs in the heart.

Daniel received stem cell treatment over the course of fi ve days. His 
treatment was the same, morning and aft ernoon. “And between times, 
we got to tour Costa Rica!” Daniel said, noting that it was one of the best 
vacations his family ever had. 

As he headed home we told him, as we tell all our heart patients, don’t 
expect big changes right away. Sometimes it takes up to six months to feel a 
diff erence. Yet we were very optimistic about Daniel because he was relatively 
young and, besides his heart, very healthy. We told him he might begin to 
experience some positive changes in as little as eight weeks.

Sure enough, eight weeks later Daniel started to notice he had more 
energy during the day and that he wasn’t having breathing issues anymore. 
Th e big test, however, was the day that Daniel went to see his cardiologist for 
his regularly scheduled check-up.
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Daniel had been apprehensive about telling his doctor about being 
treated with stem cells. A month before he was scheduled to fl y down for 
treatment at our clinic, he had an appointment with his doctor. He was going 
to tell him what he was about to do, but he feared that the doctor might be so 
alarmed that he’d fi re Daniel as a patient. Would the doctor forbid him from 
doing it? Just as Daniel was girding up for the battle, he got a call from the 
doctor’s offi  ce informing him that his doctor had slipped in the bathtub and 
had to cancel his appointments for some time to come. When Daniel next 
saw his doctor, he’d already received his stem cell treatment.

Daniel’s previous echocardiogram in January had been pretty grim—it 
was the one that showed his ejection fraction to be 26. Daniel looked on 
with concern, trying to read his doctor’s face as he listened to Daniel’s 
heart. He feared that the doctor sensed Daniel’s condition was worsening. 
He ordered an echocardiogram and told Daniel he wanted him to take it 
right away, that day. 

“Now I’m really nervous,” Daniel recalled thinking. “What did 
he hear?”

Normally it took the doctor a few weeks to get back to him aft er he 
received the results of an echocardiogram. Daniel was so nervous about 
the outcome that he didn’t pick up when he saw his doctor’s number on 
his cell phone. 

“Dan, we got your echo results,” his cardiologist said. “I think you’re 
going to be really pleased. Your echo came back with a 40 percent ejection 
fraction.”

“Holy crap!” Daniel said out loud. “Th at’s really good!”

He was scheduled for a follow-up call with our clinic, and shortly before 
the appointment he faxed a copy of his echocardiogram, which showed him 
having some ejection fraction numbers as high as 45. When I saw it, I knew 
I wanted to speak with him. His fi rst question was a bit of a surprise.

“How do you know that the stem cells are causing this improvement?” 
Daniel asked.
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“Th ere are some cases of spontaneous remission in people with your 
condition, but the vast majority of those are chronic alcoholics who quit 
drinking. Most people do not get better in a six-month time frame for 
no reason,” I told him. “You could ask any cardiologist in the world. You 
typically do not go from an ejection fraction of 26 to 45 on your own.”

As Dr. Lee’s work had helped to clarify, the heart was repairing itself 
by being “kickstarted” by the secreted trophic factors that encouraged the 
growth of new, healthy tissue in an ailing heart.

23

Morris Gray was diagnosed with heart failure over twenty years ago. He 
had 11 stents put in his heart, of which the last three blocked an artery and 
triggered a heart attack. Four years later he had an EKG and a nuclear scan, 
and his doctor told him there was nothing more he could do for Morris. 
A friend of his from Corpus Christi, Texas told him about our stem cell 
facilities in Panama. He looked into it 
and decided to come down for treatment 
in October 2011. “I didn’t feel anything 
for 30 days,” Morris said. “Th en I started 
feeling better. I really felt good.” 

Morris went back for another EKG 
in January 2012, and his doctor asked 
him, “What have you done? You have a 
normal EKG. You’ve never had one of 
those before.”

Morris hadn’t told his doctor about 
the stem cell treatment. “Do you think I ought to tell him?” he asked his 
wife. She said yes. When Morris told his doctor about the treatment, the 
doctor looked shocked. “How did they do it?” he asked. Morris explained 
the procedure to him. 

Morris’s next three EKGs were normal. He received another stem cell 
treatment that repaired his kidneys, unexpectedly. “My kidneys have been 
bad my whole life, but now they’re fi ne,” Morris said. 

“Morris’s doctor 
asked him, “What 
have you done? 
You have a normal 
EKG. You’ve never 
had one of those 
before.”
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Th e turnarounds these heart patients like Daniel, Dr. Bill, and Morris 
experienced seem nothing short of miraculous. Rigorous studies like those 
being performed by my friend and colleague Dr. Amit Patel at the University 
of Miami hopefully one day will lead to eff ective cell/trophic factor therapy 
being broadly available in the United States and around the world.
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